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ETU Rohr GmbH – General Terms of Delivery and Payment   
 

 

1. Scope, conclusion of contract 
1.1 These General Terms of Delivery and Payment are 

valid for all present and future deliveries and 
performances provided by us including proposals, 
advice and other supplementary works.  

1.2 In relation to the customer’s General Terms and 
Conditions (AGB) our Terms of Delivery and Payment 
shall exclusively apply; we herewith contradict to the 
customer’s conditions of purchase and other general 
terms and conditions. This contradiction is valid even if 
we do not express our contradiction to the general 
terms and conditions again after having received them.  

1.3 Our offers are subject to change. Any verbal 
agreements, consents, assurances and guarantees 
given by our employees will not become binding before 
our written confirmation.  

1.4. Any orders of the customer shall only be valid after we 
have explicitly declared to have accepted them. The 
failure of responding to such an order shall not 
represent an acceptance.  

1.5. Our statements need to be written documents or 
electronic records in terms of §§ 126a, 127 BGB 
(German Civil Code). To fulfil the requirements of a 
written document it is sufficient to have a copy of the 
original document kept and signed by us. Order 
confirmations which are issued fully-automatically do 
not need to be in writing provided they are explicitly 
identified as such.  

1.6. In case of any deliveries to other EU-member-states the 
customer is obliged to let us have his value added tax 
identification number before concluding the contract. 

 
2.  Scope of service, place of performance  
2.1 The customer is only entitled to request from us goods 

from our own production and/or our performance. We 
reserve the right to perform our delivery and 
performance duties by third parties.  

2.2 The place of performance for the delivery shall be the 
supplier’s place of business, for the customer’s 
payment obligation it shall be the place of our bank 
which is mentioned in our invoices.  

 
3. Price, evidence of exportation, payment, safety  
3.1 Unless otherwise agreed, the prices are understood ex 

works plus value added tax at the then valid percentage 
prescribed by law. The payment conditions shall be 14 
days net after date of invoice without any discount; the 
payment has to be effected in such a way that we shall 
have the amount at our disposal at this due date.  
Any custom's duties, consulate fees, freight charges, 
insurance premiums and other costs in connection with 
the settlement of the contract, will be separately 
charged to the customer. If, departing from this, it has 
been agreed that such costs are included in the price, a 
possible cost increase effected after the conclusion of 
the contract will be charged to the customer.  

3.3 If a customer or his agent who is situated outside of the 
Federal Republic of Germany will collect goods and 
transports or sends them abroad, the customer has to 
provide evidence for this by forwarding documents 
which meet the requirements of the VAT-law of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. If this evidence is not 
provided within 30 days after having delivered the 
goods, the customer has to pay the value added tax for 
the invoice amount according to the VAT-law valid for 
deliveries within the Federal Republic of Germany.  

3.4 The customer may do offsets only with unquestionable 
or legally determined receivables. He may only claim 
any rights of retention as far as they are based on the 
same contract.  

3.5 If the customer fails to effect payments at the due date, 
thus implying a risk for realising a substantial part of our 
outstanding receivables, we shall be entitled to prohibit 
the further processing of the goods already delivered by 
us, to return the goods and if required to enter the 
customer's premises for this purpose. Returning the 

goods does not represent a withdrawal from the contract. 
3.6 The legal regulations determining the delayed payment 

remain unaffected.  
 
4.  Measurements, grade  
4.1 Measurements and grades are determined according to 

the DIN-/EN-Standards and/or material specifications 
valid at the time of concluding the contract, in default of 
such documents according to commercial practice. Any 
references to standards, in-house standards, material 
specifications or test certificates as well as indications 
referring to measurements, grades, weights and usability 
do not represent any assurances or guarantees, this also 
applies to conformity declarations, manufacturer’s 
declarations and related markings such as CE and GS. 
Any deviations in measurements, weights and grade are 
in accordance with DIN or EN or common practice.  

 
5. Despatch, packing, transfer or risks  
5.1 In case of lack of explicit instructions given by the 

customer we shall be authorized to determine the 
despatch method and the means of transport as well as 
the forwarding agent or the carrier.  

5.2 A delivery „free customer’s destination“ implies the 
delivery without unloading on the condition that there 
exists a delivery road which is passable for heavy road 
trains.  

5.3 If transportation on the planned way or to the planned 
destination becomes impossible within the planned time 
or is substantially aggravated without our default, we shall 
be authorized to effect delivery on another way or to 
another destination; the incurred additional costs will be 
borne by the customer. Prior to this, the customer shall 
get the possibility to give a statement.  

5.4 By handing over the goods to a forwarding agent or 
carrier, or at the latest when leaving the stock or the 
manufacturer’s premises, the risk - including the risk of 
confiscation of goods - passes on to the customer, this 
applies to any sort of business, even to deliveries on the 
condition free of charge or free domicile. Insurances shall 
only be taken out by us after the customer’s instruction 
and at his cost. The duty to unload and the costs for 
unloading shall be borne by the customer.  

5.5 The goods will be delivered unpacked and without 
corrosion-protection. We shall provide packaging, 
auxiliary protective and/or transport means according to 
our experience at customer’s costs. These devices can 
be returned to our stock. We shall not assume any costs 
incurring for the customer for returning the packaging or 
for disposing them on his own.  

  
6.  Acceptance 
6.1 If an acceptance is agreed this will be carried out – unless 

otherwise agreed – in the manufacturer’s premises. It has 
to be carried out without delay after having received a 
notice stating that the goods are ready for acceptance. 
The acceptance costs incurring at the factory will be 
borne by us, the other costs in connection with the 
acceptance, which incur or will be charged to us by third 
parties will be borne by the customer.  

6.2 If the acceptance – without our default – will not be 
carried out in time or not to the complete extent, we shall 
be entitled to carry out the delivery without acceptance or 
to take the goods in stock at the customer’s risk and 
expense.  

 
7.  Delivery period, delay in delivery  
7.1 Delivery periods start to run at the date of our order 

confirmation, but not before the full clarification of all the 
required order details; this shall also apply to the dates of 
delivery.  

7.2 Should the customer fail to fulfil his contractual duties – 
including cooperation duties or secondary obligations – 
(such as the provision of national or international 
certificates, payments in advance or the like) in time, we 
shall be entitled to defer our delivery periods and dates in 
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a reasonable way in accordance with the requirements 
of our production flow without prejudice to our rights 
resulting from the customer’s default.  

7.3 Should we be prohibited from fulfilling our contractual 
duties by unforeseeable events which affect us or our 
sub-contractors, which we cannot avert even by using 
reasonable diligence depending on the situation of each 
case, such as war, interferences of higher authority, 
internal riots, force of nature, accidents, strike and lock-
out, other breakdowns and delays in the delivery of 
essential raw materials and semi-finished goods, the 
delivery period will be delayed by the duration of such 
an interference and a reasonable start-up period. In the 
case that the delivery will become impossible or 
unreasonable due to this interference, we shall be 
entitled to withdraw from the contract.  

7.4 In case of non-observance of the delivery periods the 
customer shall have the rights under § 323 BGB 
(German Civil Code) not before the time when we are in 
default and he set a reasonable deadline for providing 
the delivery – which – insofar in derogation from § 323 
BGB – is connected to the declaration that he declines 
the acceptance of the performance after expiry of the 
deadline, after ineffective expiry of the deadline the right 
of fulfilment will be excluded. The right to withdraw from 
the contract shall basically only apply to the part of the 
contract which has not yet been fulfilled.  

7.5. Further rights resulting from a delay in delivery, 
especially claims for damages shall be excluded to the 
extent determined under item 10. 

 
8.  Liability for material defects 
8.1 Any material defects of the goods have to be advised in 

writing immediately after their delivery. Material defects 
which cannot be detected even after a very careful 
inspection have to be advised in writing immediately 
after being detected or at the latest before expiry of the 
agreed or legal statutory limitation period. If any defects 
occur, the processing has to be stopped immediately.  

8.2 After the customer’s acceptance, which had been 
agreed, it is excluded to claim any material defects 
which were detectable at the time of the agreed type of 
acceptance.  

8.3 In case of a justified and timely notice of defects it is our 
option to choose remedy of the defect or the delivery of 
defect-free goods (supplementary performance). In 
case of failure or refusal of the supplementary 
performance the customer may reduce the purchase 
price or withdraw from the contract after having set a 
reasonable deadline and after its ineffective expiry. In 
case of a minor defect the customer only has the right 
of a price reduction.  

8.4 Should the customer not immediately provide the 
opportunity for us to convince ourselves of the material 
defect, and especially should he not immediately place 
the faulty material or samples thereof at our disposal 
when required by us, all his rights based on this 
material defect are not applicable.  

8.5 Any expenses related to the supplementary 
performance shall only be borne by us as far as they 
are reasonable in every individual case, especially in 
relation to the purchase price of the goods.  

8.6. Any rights of recourse of the customer according to § 
478 BGB remain unaffected.  

8.7 We do not grant any guarantee for a special application 
or a special suitability of the goods unless explicitly 
otherwise agreed in writing. 

 
9. Retention of title, assignment of claims  
9.1 The delivered goods remain our property (goods 

subject to retention of title) until all existing claims have 
been settled, especially our respective balance claims  
to which we are entitled within the scope of the 
business relation with the customer.  

9.2 During the customer’s processing, combining and 
mixing the goods subject to retention of title with other 
goods, we shall be jointly entitled to the new product at 
the rate of the invoice amount of the goods subject to 
retention of title to the invoice amount of the other 
goods used. If our property ceases to exist because of 
combining, mixing or processing, the customer shall 
herewith transfer to us the property rights or 

reversionary rights to the new assets or objects to the 
extent of the invoice amount of the goods subject to 
retention of title, in case of a processing at the rate of the 
invoice amount of the goods subject to retention of title to 
the invoice amount of the other goods used, and he shall 
store these goods subject to retention of title without any 
costs for us. Our rights of co-ownership shall be deemed 
as goods subject to retention of title in the sense of item 
1. 

9.3. The customer may resell the goods subject to retention of 
title only within the frame of his usual business 
transaction under his regular terms and conditions and as 
far as he is not in default provided he has agreed a 
retention of title with his customers and that the claims 
resulting from the resale according to paragraph 4 and 5 
shall pass over to us. The customer is not entitled to 
dispose of the goods subject to retention of title in any 
other way.  

9.4. The customer herewith transfers to us any claims 
resulting from the resale of the goods subject to retention 
of title, this shall also apply for the amount of a respective 
balance claim if the resale claim is transferred into a 
current account. The assigned claims serve as safety to 
the same extent as the goods subject to retention of title 
according to paragraph 1.  

9.5 If the goods subject to retention of title shall be resold by 
the customer together with other goods which have been 
delivered by other suppliers, the claims resulting from this 
resale and/or the respective balance claims will be 
assigned to us at the rate of the invoice amount of the 
goods subject to retention of title to the invoice amount of 
the other goods. In case of a resale of goods in which we 
have co-ownership shares according to paragraph 2, a 
part of the claims will be assigned to us which 
corresponds to our co-ownership share.  

9.6 The customer has to inform us without delay of any 
executions or any other disturbances by third parties. 

9.7 Should the retention of title be not valid according to the 
law of the area where the goods are located, a security 
corresponding to the retention of title in this area is 
deemed to have been agreed. If for the existence of such 
rights the customer’s participation is required, he shall 
take any measures which are necessary for justifying and 
maintaining such rights. 

9.8 By supplies from the customer, material over and/or more 
supplies going within 3 months after delivery into the 
property of the contractor, if nothing else is agreed upon. 

 
10. General limitation of liability  
10.1 Unless otherwise provided in these terms we shall be 

responsible for a loss caused by the violation of 
contractual or non-contractual obligations or in the course 
of contract negotiations only in cases of our 
representatives’ or subcontractors’ intentional action or 
gross negligence as well as in cases of culpable violation 
of essential contractual obligations (cardinal duties).  

10.2 In case of culpable violation of cardinal duties we shall 
only be liable - except for any cases of our legal 
representatives’ or subcontractors’ intentional action or 
gross negligence - for foreseeable damages which are 
typical for this type of contract.  

10.3 Our liability is altogether limited to services which are 
covered by our business liability insurance.  

10.4 In case of culpable violation of cardinal duties the liability 
is moreover altogether limited to double the amount of the 
order value of the delivery which was the cause for the 
damage.  

10.5 The above mentioned limitations of liability do not apply in 
case of injury to life, body or health and in case of 
personal injury or damage to privately used objects in 
accordance with the Product Liability Act.  

 
11. Venue, applicable law  
11.1 Irrespective of the venues for any measures of interim 

legal protection, the venue for all other litigations shall be 
our place of business; we may however also sue the 
customer at the courts of his general venue.  

11.2 All legal relationships between us and the customer are 
exclusively governed by the right of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, which is applicable for legal relationships 
between domestic contract partners, excluding the United 
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Nations Convention on Contracts for the International 
Sale of Goods. 


